Walk through Prague

What are you going to see?

**Klementinum** Jesuits started building this second biggest architectonic complex in Prague from 1556. The Astronomical Tower, built from 1721—1723, proved a valuable workplace for Prague astronomers. From 1775 the meteorological indicators are measured there regularly. Czech National Library is situated in Klementinum today.

**Charles Bridge** This is the most famous place in Prague. One of the eldest stone bridges in Central Europe, it was founded in 1357 on the place of an even elder stone bridge destroyed by floods. You can admire the beatiful gallery of sculptures situated there, carved from baroque until early 20th century.

**Lesser Town Square** Welcome in Lesser Town—on the other side of Vltava River! It is full of colourful buildings covered with brightly red roofs, as well as of green baroque cardens. The Lesser Town Square is the heart of this picturesque quarter, lying in the shadow of the monumental baroque Church of Saint Nicolas.

**Nerudova Street** This street, named after famous Czech writer Jan Neruda, connects Lesser Town with Prague Castle. You may see the housing signs there, used before the housing numbers were established. They takes the form as diverse, as red crayfish and three violins, white raddish and gold horseshoe.

**Loreta** An example of „Santa Casa“ phenomenon, this is one of the many replicas of original Santa Casa from Italian Loreta, which, in turn, was moved there by angels from Palestine—according to the legend. It is very nice building—that for sure. The chimes in its bell tower can play some stylish melodies.

**Prague Castle** Situated on the top of the hill, this former residence of kings and the seat of presidents today is the main dominant of the city. Many examples of prime architecture, including the eclectic Saint Guy Cathedral, are to see there. Leaving the Castle, we stop at Opiš—the most beautiful viewpoint of Prague.

...And much more!

When?
On Sunday the 26th of February,
14:00

Where?
Mariánské náměstí (50 metres from Staroměstská metro station)